
FULL DAY 2 pax minimum group

15% off groups of 4 or more

Booking at www.villaandalucia.org  and 0034 636 593 284  

Note: Timing subject to flexible adaptation based on group specific interests or needs

CAMINITO DEL REY
09:30 Pick up and transport to El Chorro village. 
10:30 Andalusian breakfast. 
11:30 Masterclass: "El Chorro Natural Park: a romantic and eco-friendly  
man-made paradise.
12:15 Guided visit in the amazing King’s Walking Way (Caminito del 
Rey) [Subject to availability. Alternative offer also available in case of 
fear of heights]
15:30 Traditional Andalusian lunch based on local specialities. 
15:45 Soft hike through the Natural Park.
18:00 Transport back to the hotel/accommodation.125 €

Mo

CADIZ SEA CULTURE
08:00 Pick up and transport to Cádiz city.
11:15 The sea culture and the day life in the fish market. Quality criteria. 
Wide range of species.
11:55 Traditional fish tapas cooking Masterclass and tasting of the most 
traditional in Cádiz: Tortilla de Camarones & Cazón en Adobo.
12:30 Free time to see the city.
14:00 Lunch included
15:15 Transport to San Fernando.
15:30 Guided tour around the salt lake. Introduction to the millenary art 
of traditional salt harvesting and sea farming.
16:15 Unique salt tasting.
16:45 Transport back to the hotel/accommodation.
20:00 Arrival to Nerja

95 €

Th

FLAMENCO WITHIN REACH
17:00 Pick up and transport to Nerja.
18:00 Getting to know the traditional and beautiful flamenco dresses in 
a guided tour to a traditional flamenco shop. History, art and hand-craft.
19:30 Flamenco Masterclass. Getting to know the flamenco styles (Los 
Palos).
20:30 Thematic dinner in a Andalusian tavern.
22:30 Live Flamenco performance, including bespoken explanations.
00:00 Transport back to the hotel/accommodation.125 €

Fr

RONDA & THE BRAVE BULL

09:00 Pick up and transport to Ronda.
10:00 Andalusian breakfast (on the way).
11:30 Guided tour to “La Dehesa”: the semi-freedom habitat where 
genuine fighting bulls and pure Spanish horses are bred.
14:00 Tapas lunch & wine
15:30 Guided tour to Ronda’s Historic Bullring
17:00 Free evening to enjoy the romantic city of Ronda
20:30 Transport back to the hotel/accommodation90 €
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SMART HOLIDAYS ANDALUSIA ACTIVITIES



HALF DAY 2 pax minimum group

18:30 Special guided visit in the city centre of Málaga to discover its 
best spots through the eyes of an international cinema director.             
Interactive multimedia supported tour visiting the main historical & 
touristic places which also where used as a cinema set.
20:30 Antonio Bandera and Málaga: a true love relationship. Guided 
visit to his preferred spots in the city.
21:30 Farewell drink and traditional malaguenean tapa

MALAGA A MOVIE CITY

17:30 Guided tour in the fishermen's neighbourhood in Malaga               
discovering its singular features and spots.
18:00 Visit to the maritime museum: handmade boats and traditional 
arts.
19:30 Malaguenean “espetos” master class.
19:50 Cooking workshop and tastingin the beach. 

“ESPETOS” WORKSHOP

48 €

48 €

30% off groups of 4 or more

Note: Timing subject to flexible adaptation based on group specific interests or needs

Daily

10:00 Guided olive trees plantation tour, including visit to millennial 
trees.
10:40 Traditional Millward's  breakfast, based on olive oil products.
11:10 Guided visit to the "Almazara" (traditional olive oil press from the 
17th Century). Explanations about the olive oil production process and 
the evolution of the technology.
12:10 Express olive oil tasting class: learning the secret flavours of 
olive oil.

TASTING OLIVE OIL

48 €

Mo/Th

17:30 Guided tour into a ecologically certified subtropical fruits          
plantation accompanied by the farmer. 
• Ecological certification requirements in Spain.
• Getting to know the mango, avocado, and other subtropicals...
19:45 Cooking class with subtropicals. 
20:45 Tasting of snacks based on subtropical fruits and culinary 
fusions.

SUBTROPICAL BITES

48 €

Tu

TASTING MUSCATEL WINE
11:00 Guided tour is a Mediterranean vineyard, including explanations 
about the types of grapes and of the cultivation processes.
11:45 Mediterranean snack.
12:45 Guided visit to the wine production facilities and to the wine 
cellar. Explanations about the muscatel wine production process and 
the evolution of the technology.
13:15 Mediterranean wines tasting experience: muscatel dry, semidry 
and sweet, and other surprising local wines.

48 €

Tu/Fr

We

Transfer included for +15€/pax

Booking at www.villaandalucia.org  and 0034 636 593 284  

SMART HOLIDAYS ANDALUSIA ACTIVITIES


